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Only God can fully restore!
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Yes, they knew God, but they
wouldn’t worship Him as God or
even give Him thanks. And they
began to think up foolish ideas of
what God was like. As a result,
their minds became dark and
confused (Romans 1:21).
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“Whether it’s a supernatural being . . .
science, money, wisdom, information,
ritual, power or love,” says social
commentator Hugh Mackay, “most of
us assign the status of god to
something in our lives.” The truth is:
Modern, secular people still worship
something even if they’ve abandoned
belief in God.
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 There

is a God, and He has
revealed Himself.
 People
are
designed
to
worship.
 Worshiping any other god will
destroy us.
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Again, the devil took Him up on an
exceedingly
high
mountain,
and
showed Him all the kingdoms of the
world and their glory. 9 And he said to
Him, “All these things I will give You if
You will fall down and worship me.”
 10 Then Jesus said to him, “Away with
you,[d] Satan! For it is written, ‘You shall
worship the LORD your God, and Him
only you shall serve.’”
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Greek word mammonas
translates to “money, wealth, and material
possessions.”
describe all lusts and excesses: gluttony,
greed, and dishonest worldly gain
Ultimately, mammon described an idol of
materialism, which many trusted as a
foundation for their world and philosophy.
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It is more than continual lust for more money



envy others’ wealth



anxiety over potentially unmet needs



disobey God’s directives about the use of wealth





Willingness to compromise one’s values in order to
create wealth and/or generate income
fail to trust God’s love and faithfulness
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 24 c“No

one can serve two masters, for either he
will hate the one and love the other, or he will be
devoted to the one and despise the other. You
cannot serve God and dmoney. Matthew 6:24





The city of Babylon (Revelation 18), with all its
avarice and greed, is a description of a world
given over to the spirit of Mammon
For the love of money is a root of all kinds of evil. Some
people, eager for money, have wandered from the faith
and pierced themselves with many griefs” (1 Timothy 6:
6–10).
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Proverbs 8:18 speaks of true, lasting riches:
“With me [Wisdom] are riches and honor,
enduring wealth and prosperity.”
Jesus teaches us in Matthew 6:19–34 to not
worry about our physical needs, about houses
or clothes or food, but to “seek first his
kingdom and his righteousness, and all these
things will be given to you as well” (verse 33).
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The key issue that drives Economic Systems is OWNERSHIP



The rules of the ‘game’ are determined by the OWNER



Measures of success are determined by the OWNER



The players in the game will play to please the OWNER

Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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Economy
 The system where resources are managed and developed

Capitalism
 An economic system that offers open competition in a free
market in which the process of production and distribution
is privately owned by man.
Communism
 A system of government in which the government/state
owns the process of production.
Nationalization
 Nationalization, also spelled nationalisation, is the process
of taking an industry or assets into government ownership
by a national government or state.
Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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Is an economic system that offers open competition in a free
market, in which the process of production and distribution
is privately owned by man. (Galatians 5:13)

Use liberty as an opportunity for the flesh
Bite and devour each other
Have lifestyles that consist in the abundance of things they
possess (Luke 12:13-21, Mark 10: 17-22)
Focus on what they will eat, drink and put on (Matthew
6:25, Luke 12:22)
Focus on lording over others instead of serving them (Mark
10:35-45)
Believe that godliness is a means of gain (1 Timothy 6:5)
Focus on the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye and the
pride of life (1 John 2:15-17)
Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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Colonialism
is
the
establishment
of
a colony in one territory by a political power
from another territory, and the subsequent
maintenance, expansion, and EXPLOITATION
of that colony. The term is also used to
describe a set of unequal relationships
between the colonial power and the colony
and often between the colonists and
the indigenous peoples.
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Settler colonialism involves large-scale immigration,
often motivated by religious, political, or economic
reasons.
Exploitation colonialism involves fewer colonists and
focuses on access to resources for export.

Surrogate colonialism involves a settlement project
supported by a colonial power, in which most of the
settlers do not come from same ethnic group as the
ruling power.
Internal colonialism is a notion of uneven structural
power between areas of a state.
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The impacts of colonization are immense and pervasive.
Various effects, both immediate and protracted, include
the spread of virulent diseases, unequal social
relations, exploitation, enslavement, medical advances, the
creation of new institutions, abolitionism, improved
infrastructure and technological progress.

Colonial practices also spur the spread of colonist
languages, literature and cultural institutions, while
endangering or obliterating those of native peoples.
The native cultures of the colonized peoples can also have
a powerful influence on the imperial country.
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Genesis 1:1 - In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
Psalm 24:1 – The earth is the Lord’s, and everything in it. The world and all its
people belong to him.
Psalm 89:11 – The heavens are yours, and the earth is yours; everything in the
world is yours – you created it all.
1 Chronicles 29:11-12 – Yours, O Lord, is the greatness, the power, the glory,
the victory, and the majesty. Everything in the heavens and on earth are
yours, O Lord, and this is your Kingdom. We adore you as the one who is over
all things. Wealth and honour come from you alone, for you rule over
everything. Power and might are in your hand, and at your discretion people
are made great and given strength.
1 Corinthians 10:26 – For the earth is the Lord’s, and everything in it.
Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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This system recognizes that God is the owner and that we are
temporary care takers.

It is characterized by service and obedience and a love for God and
others.
In this system biblical principles (truths of relational living) are
applied to the functions of production, distribution and consumption
within the system.



Resources are abundant (and not scarce)



Individuals work for the common good of each other



Functions in, with, and by love
Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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Everything that is not build on the foundation of God
will shake and collapse. The global economic system
has been built upon a foundation of the worship of
mammon (materialism, greed, love of money and not
God, etc) and hence it will collapse. (Refer to Hebrews

12:27 and Daniel 2:44- 48)


God pleads for His children to come out of this
system before it collapses. (Refer to Revelation

chapter 18 and especially Rev 18:4)


The Kingdom solutions we bring to the shaking will
draw all mankind to God as His glory shines forth
through those solutions. (Refer to Daniel 2:47, Daniel

3:29 and Daniel 6:25-27)

Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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Only the wisdom of God will bring a lasting
solution to the global economic crises and
the economies of nations.
It’s a solution that will bring glory and honour
to God and re-establish His position as God
of the economy, business and marketplace.

(Refer to Colossians 2:3, Colossians 2:8,
Isaiah 11:2, Romans 11:33 and Daniel 2: 1923).

Source: Crossover Transformation Group
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